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Successful leadership depends on 

effective communications

Lessons from OHA:

• Communication drives 

culture change

• Authentic engagement 

builds trust and buy-in

• Effective communications 

requires organizational 

alignment and support
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Stepping into a crisis

Leading with 

values:

• Transparency

• Accountability

• Wise use of public 

resources



Media:

• Be first to break bad 

news

Transparent access:

• Issues resolution

• Post all public 

records requests on 

website

• Director’s calendar
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Walking the talk



Listen and follow through:

• Change agency attitudes 

toward engagement 

• Involve stakeholders and 

community in meaningful 

ways

• Bring unheard voices to 

the table

• Act on input 
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Community engagement builds trust



Embed culture and capacity for 

transparent communications:

• Set expectations: leaders will 

collaborate with communications

• Align capacity: 

– Dotted line reporting

– Load balancing

• Collaborate at pace of news cycle
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Helping communications do its job
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Type of 

communication

Objective Audience Audience

response

Measurement

Dissemination • Informational

• Program-

specific

• Generalized

• Universal

messaging

Aware

(Know)

Focused on 

activities

Strategic • Goal-oriented

• Organizationally

aligned

• Segmented

• Targeted

messaging

Compelled

(Think, Feel, 

Do)

Focused on 

outcomes

Maintaining our focus: strategy v. dissemination

A strategic approach to communications

5 guiding principles:

1. Media are always the top priority to reach state residents

2. Respect your audience

3. Tell the bigger story

4. Tell your own story

5. Empower employees with information



Transforming health for every Oregonian:

(Values statement) Oregonians want high-quality, 

affordable health care. Oregon’s innovative health 

transformation efforts have worked. But we need to do more.

(Problem statement) Despite our progress … too many 

people lack health coverage. Too many communities suffer 

unacceptable health disparities. Rising health costs drain 

paychecks, burden businesses and strap state budgets. 

(Solution statement) The Oregon Health Authority (OHA) 

is using all our tools – including the purchasing power that 

comes with providing health coverage to 1 in 3 people in our 

state – to transform health for every Oregonian. 

• Pivot to solutions: e.g., sustainable Medicaid funding, 

behavioral health reforms, public health modernization. 

(Call to action) We don’t have all the answers. We want 

your help and your input to achieve a healthier Oregon. 
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Core message reinforces mission and 

common culture



• Retail approach

• Clarify roles/get buy-in from 

subject matter experts

• Know your audiences

• Speak the languages your 

audiences speak

– Plain language: talk (write) in 

terms your audience uses

• Speak the languages your 

audiences speak

– Prioritizing Spanish outreach

– Rapid translation
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Putting audiences first



In a crisis, answer 3 questions: 

• What do we know?

• What don’t we know?

• What are we doing about it?

(V. Covello, Center for Risk Communications)

Plus:

• What should you do?
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Crisis communications



• Facilitate direct 

communications between 

leaders and staff

– Town Halls

– Webinars

– Office hours

• Empower managers as 

communicators

• Focus on what we hold in 

common: 

– Keep employees informed 

about agency priorities and 

strategies

• Employees hear it first
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Engaging employees



Measuring our impact
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